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fleeing Fukushima fallout?
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Following on from the comment that I wrote as a foreword to
the Fukushima article that I put on here a couple of days ago
in regard to the radiation leak being a world problem – Could
this be the reason for the Hollywood elite selling up and
moving out in droves?
Or is something else coming?

Fukushima fallout – thyroid
damage in US children
4 April, 2013

By Staff Writer
NYR Natural News
Natural Health News — If you are still living with the belief
that disasters that happen in another country happen
‘somewhere else’, here’s a stark reminder that there is no
‘somewhere else’ on our planet.
Researchers working with the Radiation and Public Health
Project (RPHP) in New York have discovered that the Fukushima
nuclear disaster has had far-reaching health effects showing
that young children born on the US West Coast are 28% more
likely to develop congenital hypothyroidism.
RPHP is a non-profit educational and scientific organisation,
established by scientists and physicians dedicated to
understanding the relationships between low-level, nuclear
radiation and public health.
In examining post-Fukushima conditions along the West Coast,
the researchers found American-born children were developing
similar conditions to those found in Europeans after the 1986
meltdown of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant.
US children born after the 2011 meltdown of Japan’s Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant are at high risk of acquiring congenital
hypothyroidism say the researchers.
“Fukushima fallout appeared to affect all areas of the US, and
was especially large in some, mostly in the western part of
the nation,” wrote the researchers in their study in the Open

Journal of Pediatrics.
Nuclear fallout doesn’t respect national borders
The researchers made their discovery by looking specifically
at levels of radioiodine isotopes (I-131).
Just a few days after the meltdown, I-131 concentration levels
in California, Hawaii, Alaska, Oregon and Washington were up
to 211 times above the normal level, they say.

This is the way the wind blows;
fallout from Fukushima quickly reached the West coast of the
US
At the same time, the number of congenital hypothyroid cases
began to skyrocket, increasing by an average of 16% from March
17 to Dec. 31, 2011.
Between March 17 and June 30, shortly after the meltdown,
newly born children experienced a 28% greater risk of
acquiring hypothyroidism.
In 36 other US states outside of the exposure zone, the risk
of congenital hypothyroidism decreased by 3% – a finding that
researchers believe may serve as further proof that Fukushima
had something to do with the unusually high results found on
the West Coast.
The disease is usually rare, but can manifest into a serious
condition if left untreated. Affected fetuses and children may
suffer serious developmental delay – and a recent study found
that 44.2% of a sample of 94,975 Fukushima children have had

thyroid ultrasound abnormalities as a likely result of their
exposure to the radiation.
West coast in the firing line
Japanese officials (and, to be fair, officials and nuclear
apologists elsewhere) have always downplayed the Fukushima
meltdown and its potential to cause health havoc outside the
meltdown area. Even so very soon after the meltdown radiation
was being detected in Tokyo far beyond the evacuation zone.
In measurements made just after the meltdown and posted
online, scientists from the University of California at
Berkley detailed alarmingly high levels of radioactive
isotopes in soil samples from across the state of California.
Even as far away as Boston, US scientists were detecting I-131
in samples of rainwater soon after the disaster.
Just like Chernobyl
Radioactive iodine that enters the human body typically
gathers in the thyroid, which releases growth hormones.
Radiation exposure can, therefore, stunt the growth of a
child’s body and brain. Exposure can have lifelong effects, as
scientists studying the Chernobyl nuclear power plant meltdown
in 19896 have found.
Decades after the accident, a 2011 study by the National
Institutes of Health found that higher absorption of I-131
radiation led to an increased risk for thyroid cancer among
victims of Chernobyl radiation – a risk that has not
diminished over time.
The children who were unfortunate enough to be exposed to
Fukushima radiation on the US West Coast, as well as in Alaska
and Hawaii could now face similar risks.
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In my 10 years of being a real estate agent in la,
I have never seen AN EXODUS like this one.
“Maps of Stars Homes” have now become “Maps of Stars Homes FOR
SALE”. Everyone is bailing out of Los Angeles this month,
drastically reducing their mansions by millions of dollars,
taking enormous losses, and are DESPERATE TO SELL ASAP.

Here is the current list of the stars who are bugging out:

adam brody
america ferrera
amy smart
anna nicole smith(yes she’s gone already but the estate)
ARNOLD SCHWARNEGGER
ashlee simpson

ASTON KUTCHER
avril lavigne
BARRY MANILOW
bert lahr
beth grant
CANDY SPELLING
CHARLIE SHEEN
charlize theron
cher
dennis quaid
dick clark(estate)
the rock dwayne jonson
ELLEN DE GENERATE
elvis presley(estate)
frankie muniz
HARRISON FORD
heath ledger(estate)
heidi klum
hilary duff
hillary swank
howie mandel
JENNIFER ANDERSON

JENNIFER LOVE HEWITT
JIM CAREY
kd lang
kara dioguardi
kate walsh
katherine heigl
KATY PERRY
kelsey grammer
lauren conrad
LEONARDO DI CAPRIO
MARK WAHLBERG
mathew perry
MEG RYAN
megan mullully
MEL GIBSON
NEIL PATRICK HARRIS
nick lachey
P.DIDDY
penelope cruz
pierce brosnan
pink
reese witherspoon

RHIANNA
robin williams
sally feilds
SCARLETT JOHANSSON
SHARON STONE
SYVESTER STALLONE
tori spelling
USHER
wayne brady
zsa zsa gabor(estate)

This is just a partial list, still not including movie
directors, producers, and the millions of “movie industry”
people in LA.
What do they know?
Where are they going?
I have never seen a massive exodus like this….
I’m a bit uneasy about this situation.

UPDATE:
MORE TO THIS LIST
listed in feb 2013:
britney spears

chris brown
christina aguilera
josh groban
mel b
micheal jackson(estate)
ozzy&sharon
paula abdul
sonny bono(estate)
max weinberg
john mayer

just listed this week:
larry david
cheryl tiegs
pam andersen
fred durst
brad paisley
pete sampras

AND SOME MORE:
DONALD TRUMP
JODIE FOSTER

kourtney kardtrashian
jenny garth
scott baio
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